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Abstract 
Du, D.-Z. and D.F. Hsu, Partitionable starters for twin prime power type, Discrete 
Mathematics 87 (1991) 23-28. 
Skew starters, balanced starters, partitionable starters are used in the construction of various 
combinatorial designs and configurations uch as Room squares, Howell designs and Howell 
rotations. In this paper, we construct partitionable starters of order n when n is a product of 
two prime powers differing by 2. These partitionable starters are shown to be skew for n 3 143. 
The results imply the existence of certain balanced Howell rotations. Moreover, we show the 
existence of partionable balanced starters of order n = 2” - 1. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be an additive Abelian group of odd order IZ and G* the set of its 
nonzero elements. A subset A of G is called a difieerence sef if every nonzero 
element of G appears in the differences x - y, x, y E A, equally often. k disjoint 
subsets Al, AZ, . . . , Ak of G are called supplementary difference sets if every 
nonzero element of G appears in the differences x - y, x, y E Ai for i = 1, . . . , k 
equally often. A starter of G is a collection of (n - 1)/2 disjoint pairs 
(xi, y;), i = 1, . . . , (n - 1)/2, w K are supplementary difference sets, that is, h’ h 
{*(xi-y,): i = 1, . . . , (n - 1)/2} = G*. Th is starter is called strong if xi + y;, 
i=l,... , (n - 1)/2 are different elements of G*, is called balanced if {xi: i = 
1 . . ? (n - 1)/2} and {y;: i = 1, 2, . . . , (n - 1)/2} are supplemetary difference 
sd&, is called skew if {&(xi +y,): i = 1, . . . , (n - 1)/2} = G*, and is called 
partitionable if it can be divided into two halves S, and S, such that 
(a)ifn=4k+3,then~S,~=~S,~+1and{0}U{x:xisinapairofS,}and{x:x 
is in a pair of S,} are supplementary difference sets, 
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(b) if n = 4k + 1, then IS11 = IS,1 and { X: x is in a pair of S,} and {x: x is in a 
pair of S,} are supplementary difference sets. 
Strong starter, skew starters, balanced starters and partitionable starters have 
been used in the construction of various combinatorial designs and configurations 
such as Room squares, Howell designs and Howell rotation [3-4,6,8]. Although 
the problem on the existence of strong starters has been well studied, it is not 
known if there exists a construction for skew starters of order 5k [6]. 
The concept of a partitionable starter was introduced in [4] and its construction 
is known only for the following n: (i) IZ = 4k + 1 a prime power [6], and (ii) 
n = 4k + 3 a prime and -2 a generator of GF(n) [4]. In this paper, we give a 
construction of partitionable starters for it = PQ where P and Q are twin prime 
powers, i.e., they are prime powers satisfying P + 2 = Q. These partitionable 
starters are skew for it 2 143. In addition, we also show that partitionable 
balanced starters for order 2” - 1 exist. Using a multiplication theorem of Du 
and Hwang [4], partitionable starters constructed in this paper imply the existence 
of certain balanced Howell rotations. 
2. Main results 
Let p and q be distinct odd primes and (Y and B natural numbers. The Galois 
domain GD(p “qB) is a direct sum of Galois fields GF(p”) and GF(qO), which 
means that GD(p”qB) = {(a, b): a E GF(p”), b E GF(qB)} with operations 
(a, b) + (c, d) = (a + c, b + d) and (a, b)(c, d) = (UC, bd). Let x and y be gener- 
ators of GF*(p”) and GF*(q”), respectively. Let e = gcd(p”- 1, q” - 1) and 
d = (p”- l)(qB - 1)/e. The cyclotomic classes in GD(P “q@) are C, = 
{(x’, y’+‘): i = 0, 1, . . . , d - l}, s = 0, 1, . . . , e - 1. Let U = {(u, 0): u E GF(p”)} 
and V = ((0, v): v E GF(qB)}. It is well known that if Co U U is a difference set, 
so is its complement. It was shown in [9] that C, U U is a difference set if and only 
if p” + 2 = qB. In this case, its complement is Cr U V\{(O, 0)) since e = 2. 
Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Zf pn+2=qb, then Co U U and C1 U V\{(O, 0)} both are difeerence 
sets. 
From now on, we denote P=pq Q =q8 and assume that P + 2 = Q. Skew 
starters of the additive group of GF(n) for a prime power n except 3, 5 and 9 
have been constructed before ([3,8]). Since U and V are isomorphic to GF(P) 
and GF(Q), respectively, we can divide U\{(O, 0)) and V\{(O, 0)} into pairs 
which form skew starter for U and V, respectively, that is, 
Lemma 2. Zf PQ 3 143, then U\{ (0, 0)) can be divided into (P - 1)/2 pairs (ai, 0) 
W. (bi, 0), i = 1, 2, - - = . . . , (P 1)/2 such that {*(ai bi, 0): i 1, . . . , 
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(P- 1)/2} = {*(a1 +!I,): i= 1,. . . , (P- 1)/2} = U\{(O, 0)}, and V\{(O, 0)) can be 
divided into (Q - 1)/2 pairs (0, ci) ‘us. (0, di), i = 1, . . . , (Q - 1)/2 such 
that {f(O, ci - dJ: i = 1, . . . , (Q - 1)/2} = ((0, Ci + d;): i = 1, . . . , (Q - 1)/2} = 
V\{(O, 0)). 
Now, we prove our main result. 
Theorem 1. Skew partitionable starters of order n exkt for n = PQ 2 143 where P 
and Q are twin prime powers. 
Proof. Consider two cases. 
Case 1: P=3 (mod4). 
We divide C, and Cr into the following pairs: 
(x*j, y*j) vs. (x*~+‘, y*‘+‘), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1, 
(_I?, yz+‘) vs. (x*~+‘, y*‘+*), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - I 
The symmetric differences are as follows: 
&(x’~(x - l), y*‘(y - l)), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1. (1) 
•(x”~(_x - l), y*‘+‘(y - l)), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1. (2) 
Since Q > P > 2, x - 1 # 0 and y - 1 # 0. Hence, the above differences are all 
in Co U Cr. To see that every element of C,, U C, appears in those differences 
exactly once, it suffices to show that no two differences in (1) and (2) are equal. 
This fact is obviously true if they both belong to (1) or if they both belong to (2). 
Therefore, we only need to show the case that one difference is in (1) and the 
other is in (2). Suppose on the contrary that 
(X”i(X - 1) y2’(y - 1)) = (X”(X - 1) , , Y*‘+‘(Y - 1)) 
or 
(x”(x - 1) y2’(y - 1)) = (-X”(X - 1) - 2 , Y”+‘(Y - 1)) 




2i = 2j + 1 + (Q - 1)/2 (mod Q - 1). (4) 
Since Q - 1 is even, (3) cannot occur. Moreover, P = 3 (mod 4) implies that 
Q = 1 (mod4). Hence, (Q - 1)/2 is even. Thus, (4) cannot occur, a 
contradiction. 
By the similar argument, we can show that the following sums and their 
opposite numbers contain every element of C, U C, exactly once. 
&(x”(x + l), yz(y + 1)) i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1, 
zk(~‘~(x + l), y*‘+‘(y + l)), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1. 
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Here, we note that n > 15 guarantees P > Q > 3 which implies x + 1 # 0 and 
y+l#O. 
Case 2: P = 1 (mod 4). 
We divide Co and Cl into the following pairs: 
(I?, y”) vs. (x*‘+l, y*‘+l), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1, 
(x 
2i+1 , y*‘+*) vs. (?+*, Y*‘+~), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1. 
The symmetric differences are as follows: 
*(x*~(x - l), y2’(y - 1)) i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1, 
*(.~*~+r(x - l), y*‘+*(y - 1)) i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1. 
(5) 
(6) 
To see that every element of Co U Cl appears exactly once in (5) and (6), by the 
reason as in Case 1, it suffices to prove that no one in (5) is equal to others in (6). 
Suppose on the contrary that 
or 
(x”(x - l), yZ(y - 1)) = (x2’“(x - l), y2’+2(y - 1)) 
(x”(x - l), y2’(y - 1)) = (-x”“(X - l), -y*‘+*(y - 1)) 
for some i, j E (0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - l}. Then, we have 
2i = 2j + 1 (mod P - l), (7) 
or 
2i = 2j + 1 + (P - 1)/2 (mod P - 1). (8) 
However, P = 1 (mod4) implies that P - 1 and (P - 1)/2 both are even. 
Therefore, neither (7) nor (8) can occur. Similarly, we can show that every 
element of C,, U C, appears exactly once in the following: 
*(x”(x + l), y2i(y + l)), i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1, 
*(xz+l(x + l), yz+*(y + 1)) i = 0, 1, . . . , (d/2) - 1. 
Finally, the proof is completed by using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Cl 
The construction in the above proof cannot give skew partitionable starters of 
orders 15, 35, 63, or 99. However, it gives partitionable starters of such orders 
since a starter always exists for group V or group U. Thus, we have the following 
corollary. 
CoroUary 1. A partitionable starter for order n, a product of twin prime powers 
always exists. 
Suppose that a tournament consists of n = 2k teams and n - 1 boards. On each 
board i, the n teams are divided into k ordered pairs (a,, b,), j = 1, 2, . . . , k 
where aij and b, are said to oppose each other on board i and any two teams of 
the set {ail, ai2, . . . , aik} are said to compete with one another on board i, as are 
any two teams of { bil, bi2, . . . , bik}. A balanced Howell rotation of n teams, 
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denoted by BHR(n), is such a tournament satisfying the following conditions. 
(a) Each team opposes every other team exactly once. 
(b) Each team competes with every other team exactly k - 1 times. 
A multiplication theorem for balanced Howell rotations was given by Du and 
Hwang [4], which states that if BHR(m) and BHR(n) exist and a partitionable 
starter of order m - 1 exists, then BHR(mn) exists, Du and Hwang also proved 
in [5] that BHR(PQ + 1) exists if Q is not a power of 3. Hence, we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3. Let P and Q be twin prime powers. Assume that Q is not a power of 
3. Zf BHR(n) exists then BHR(n (PQ + 1)) exist. 
3. Final remarks 
Skew partitionable starters for twin prime power type have been constructed in 
this paper. The construction is simpler than that of balanced starters for twin 
prime power. On the other hand, skew balanced starters for prime powers 
n = 4k + 3 can be easily found. However, the construction for partitionable 
starters of prime power n = 4k + 3 is still unknown except when -2 is a generator 
of GF(n). It seems difficult to construct starters which are both balanced and 
partitionable. Here we show that partitionable balanced starters of order 
n = 2” - 1 exist. 
Consider the (m - 1)-dimensional projective space PG(m - 1, 2) represented 
by the nonzero elements of GF(2m). Let x be a generator of GF(2m). Each line in 
PG(m - 1, 2) contains exactly three elements; those three elements x’, xb, xc 
satisfy X~ +xb + xc = 0. Now, consider all lines 1 through the point 1 and take a 
hyperplane H not through the point 1. Then, every line I through the point 1 
intersects H at exactly one point, denoted by xi(‘). Anderson [l] proved that 
S = {(i(l), i(0): xi(‘) + xi(I) = l} is a balanced starter. Furthermore, S is strong if m 
is odd. His proof used the following result of Baumert [2]: For n = 2m-1 - 1, if 
H = {x=1, xp*, . . . ) xan} is the set point of a hyperplane then {aI, a2, . . . , a,,} and its 
complementary set are both difference sets of the cyclic group Zzn+i. Now if we 
choose another hyperplane H* through the point 1, and divide S into two parts 
according to whether the line xi(‘) +y i(‘) = 1 is on H* or not, then S can be 
shown to be a partitionable balanced starter. 
The partitionable starter for prime power n = 4k + 1 in [6] is not skew. 
However, the skew starter for prime power n = 2’9 + 1 for some odd t # 1, in [8], 
is indeed partitionable. Does a skew partitionable starter exist for the order of a 
Fermat prime? It is an open question. Nonexistence of a strong balanced starter 
of order n which is a Fermat prime has been conjected by Hwang [6]. We feel 
that the same thing could happen for the skew partitionable starter. 
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